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Dr. O’Donnell will discuss the factors that have limited the development of novel treatments in psychiatry and
approaches to address them. First, he will discuss the need to identify novel targets based on human data. In that
regard, access to human genetics (in the form of GWAS data or rare variants) is helping the field consider novel
mechanisms. A second issue has been the poor use of preclinical models; several examples of novel approaches
that are helping with testing novel compounds will be presented. Third, Dr. O’Donnell will highlight the need of
translatable biomarkers that will help bridge animal to human studies. For complex disorders such as most of
psychiatric conditions, the approach recommended is to parse out individual disease domains that may have a
better defined neurobiological basis. Domain performance that can be objectively measured along with variables
that co-vary with them will be extremely helpful for the field. For those companies still investing in Psychiatry drug
discovery and development, a translatable biomarker approach is a must. Examples of this approach using
electrophysiology and imaging in schizophrenia will be discussed. Overall, while many pharmaceutical companies
have left the field, there is still hope in the ones remaining taking a novel approach that may solve the errors of the
past and eventually contribute novel medications.
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